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Beyond your imagination
Think of a stallion, nostrils flaring and raring to go.
Then savour the beauty of the bold new Suzuki Grand Vitara.
Suddenly you feel compelled to rediscover yourself.
Jump in and hit the highway! Set out on a quest for the freedom
and fun you didn’t realise you were missing.
Take the road to places beyond your imagination.
A new ride, a new destiny, a rediscovery!
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Go with confidence
With its powerful engines and transmissions, the Grand Vitara enables you
to call the shots. Whether gliding over smooth surfaces or roughing it
out on rugged terrain, you will feel the excitement of being behind the wheel.
Confident in your vehicle, you are ready to go where your desires take you.
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Suit performance to your sensibilities, with four engines and manual or automatic transmissions to choose from. Engine selection
comprises 1.6- and 2.4-litre petrol with variable valve timing (VVT) technology, a 2.0-litre petrol and a 1.9-litre DDiS (Direct Diesel
injection by Suzuki). VVT and DDiS increase power and torque as well as fuel efficiency. Both technologies widen the performance range
while reducing fuel consumption, maximising cost performance. An additional benefit of the DDiS common-rail fuel injection system is
reduced harmful emissions. The variable intake system is also available in the 2.0- and 2.4-litre engines. This system varies the length
of intake port in response to the engine speed, which realises greater torque in broader ranges of the engine speed.
1.6-litre VVT petrol engine
Output (kW)

2.0-litre petrol engine

Torque (N•m)

2.4-litre VVT petrol engine

1.9-litre DDiS diesel engine
Torque (N•m)

Output (kW)

Torque (N•m)
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110
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100

100
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80
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Output (kW)
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Increase fuel economy and sporty
performance with the five-speed
manual transmission. New outputreduction design enhances shift feeling
and durability, with reduced vibration.

Automatic transmissions feature
sporty shift-gate configurations,
plus gear ratios tuned for satisfying
acceleration, a smooth, quiet ride
and effort-free operation.
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4-mode 4×4

Expand your boundaries

The Grand Vitara’s 4-mode 4x4 system transmits power
to all four wheels at all times, ensuring positive traction
regardless of road surface. A switch built into the centre
console lets you quickly and easily change modes between
4H for most driving conditions, 4H Lock for serious
off-roading, 4L Lock for extreme surface conditions,
and N (neutral) mode, specifically intended for motor
home owners wishing to take along an SUV on camping
trips to use as a runabout. Switching to N-mode frees
the transmission for safe and effortless towing of
the Grand Vitara.

Based on Suzuki’s long tradition of developing reliable 4×4s,
the Grand Vitara is a powerful and versatile vehicle that offers solid
on- and off-road performance. There is no limit to where you can go in
search of fun and adventure—except, perhaps, the limit on your own time!

4H
The ideal mode for most driving, 4H mode
offers the appropriate front/rear torque split
for smooth, quiet on-road performance
plus impressive off-road traction.

Photo: 5-door JLX model, Bison Brown Pearl Metallic 2 (ZUF)

4H Lock
For serious off-roading, this high-range
4×4 mode evenly distributes traction to
front and rear wheels for powering through
even deep snow or mud.
Photo: 5-door JLX model, Bison Brown Pearl Metallic 2 (ZUF)

Photo: 3-door JX model, Gaia Bronze Pearl Metallic (ZUG)

4L Lock

Built-in Ladder Frame
The “Built-in Ladder Frame” which integrates a ladder frame to a monocoque
body increases rigidity and durability without adding to overall weight.
This lightweight, one-piece body also reduces overall and floor heights,
increasing cabin space despite its high ground clearance. Adding in the fully
independent suspension further enhances resistance to twisting and flexing
while contributing to linear handling response
for smoother on-road cruising and impressive
off-road traction. The bottom line for driver
and passengers alike is the freedom to go
where you will and the stability to enjoy every
minute of it.
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The fully independent suspension features front
MacPherson struts and rear multi-link geometry,
complementing the “Built-in Ladder Frame” and
decreasing body noise while increasing on-road
response and off-road handling.

Photo: 5-door JLX model, Bison Brown Pearl Metallic 2 (ZUF)

With a transfer gear ratio nearly twice that
of 4H Lock mode at 1.970, this low-range
4×4 mode ensures enough low-end
traction to get out of extremely
9
difficult conditions.

Go anywhere in style
With its bold new front mask and impressive fenders, the Grand Vitara presents
an appearance that is both dynamic and stylish. Tough enough for off-road driving yet
elegant enough to grace the city streets, this vehicle is in itself practically
an adventure in panache and reliability.
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Photo: Left: 3-door JX model, Gaia Bronze Pearl Metallic (ZUG)
Right: 5-door JLX model, Bison Brown Pearl Metallic 2 (ZUF)
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A driving delight
Not only does the Grand Vitara provide you with the power and reliability to get
wherever you want to, but its overall quality ensures that you get there in style. The fully
automatic air conditioning system enables you to set your preferred temperature while
the state-of-the-art entertainment system enhances the enjoyment of your journey.

Photo: 5-door JLX model

High-quality audio systems
Grand Vitara’s cabin design is well matched to its
sporty exterior styling. The refined atmosphere
encourages driver and passengers to relax,
while the smart, dynamic layout implies an active,
fun-loving lifestyle. Available high-quality audio
systems include single- and in-dash six-CD tuners.
All factory-installed systems feature steering
wheel-integrated controls for easy operation.
Availability of features shown may vary for individual markets
and grades.

Cruise control switches positioned on
the front of the steering wheel spoke
are easy to find and easier to use.
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Availability of features shown may vary for
individual markets and grades.

Fully automatic air conditioning system maintains
the ideal cabin ambience for increased driving
enjoyment.
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Ride the rough in comfort
The cabin of the Grand Vitara offers enough “living space” to seat five in comfort.
Moreover the seating arrangement is flexible and the positions can be
arranged to suit the passengers and their gear. There are also enough compartments
throughout the cabin for added convenience.

Photo: 5-door JLX model

Note: Please do not recline the front seatbacks too much when driving, as the seatbelts will not operate effectively in case of a collision or sudden stops.

Noise and vibration reduction
Noise-reducing and vibration-absorbing materials have been extensively used
throughout. These measures, together with the focused chassis and body engineering
and the rigid “Built-in Ladder Frame,”
enhance occupant comfort and
increase all-round driving
pleasure under a wide variety
of driving conditions.
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The centrally located floor console provides
convenient storage for maps and other
essentials, and features a sliding lid/armrest
for comfort*.

An available sunroof enhances cabin
spaciousness, while allowing all occupants
to better experience and appreciate
the environment they’re cruising through.

60:40-split rear seats* can be separately
reclined for individual passenger
comfort, or tumbled forward for more
space as lifestyle needs demand.

*Sliding lid/armrest available for 5-door models only.

Availability of features shown may vary for individual markets and grades.

*50:50-split rear seats for 3-door model.
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On the move—mind at rest
When you are confident in the safety of your vehicle, you can relax
and enjoy your trip, wherever it takes you. The Grand Vitara,
with its host of active and passive safety features, gives you peace
of mind no matter how tough the terrain you travel.
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Electronic Stability Program
Available on select models,
Engine torque reduced
ESP®* (Electronic Stability Program)
Braking force
supplements the Suzuki Grand Vitara’s
inherent stability with three major
functions: ABS with EBD, traction
Without
ESP®
control and stability control. ESP®’s
ECU uses various sensors to determine
and hold the intended cornering line,
greatly increasing traction and
Braking force
stability control while reducing front
and rear wheel-slip for enhanced safety.

With ESP®
Without ESP®

*ESP is a registered trademark of Daimler AG.
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Front wheel-slip

Rear wheel-slip

The front bumper under garnish uses SSPP (Suzuki
Super Polypropylene), a new material that is lighter
and provides better colour than conventional
materials; unpainted for greater environmental
consideration; and makes scratches less noticeable.

High levels of occupant protection comprise standard driver’s and front passenger’s SRS dual front
airbags with seatbelt pretensioners and force limiters, plus SRS side and curtain airbags.
Availability of features shown may vary for individual markets and grades.
Note: The SRS airbags are shown inflated for descriptive purposes.

Rear-seat occupants of 5-door models
have three 3-point ELR seatbelts.
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A new destiny
No matter how far you travel, no matter how tough the terrain or
how bad the weather, your journey will be fun in the Grand Vitara.
It will get you to your destination safely, and in comfort.
Open up your horizons and take the Grand Vitara to places you’ve
never been before! New discoveries await you.
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